Zervio Extra
A flexible and modern sale solution that eliminate shrinkage and increase
profit on small high value products. The Zervio Extra can also be delivered
with a cooling system - Zervio Extra Cool.
Zervio Extra

Zervio Master

Additional dispenser

Main dispenser

A flexible modular system
Zervio Extra is the additional dispenser to Zervio Master

• Eliminate shrinkage on high value products
That increases the profit

• Dispenser has large capacity and require litle space
All products can be stored in one place and the capacity is up to 80 different products and 1600 articles

• Flexible ejectors makes it easy to adjust to
different products, sizes and shapes
That saves time. The shop can easily change the
assortment, add or remove products themselves.
No technican is needed

• Tailor-made solutions for product exposure.
Through branded product cards in the category
shelves and/or through consumer operated screens
That increases the availability and the sale increases

Zervio Extra
Zervio Extra is the additional dispenser in the Vensafe system
Technical:
Dimensions:
Built in to the wall:
Weight:
Footprint:

Wide 90 x Depth 91 x Height 192.5 cm
Wide 92 x Depth 93 x Height 194 cm
165 kg
0.81m²

Max capacity products:
Max capacity articles:
Extra storage in addition:

80 different products
1600 max articles
2 drawers with room for approx.
680 products per drawer

Power consumption:
Voltage input:

170W
100 - 240V , 50 / 60Hz

Cool:
Dimensions, Cool
Power consumption, Cool:
Temperature, Cool:

Wide 90 x Depth 91 x Height 223 cm
560W max, CE-approved

Cooling capacity:
Noise level, Cool:

approx. 8˚C
390W, Automatic defrost function
48dB

Properties of Vensafe:

Benefits for the retailer:

Modular system:

Combine Zervio Master with one or more
Zervio Extra additional dispenser with or without
cooling function

The system logs every
transaction

The system will tell if the specific product
card/receipt is paid for, and if that product has
been retrieved or not. A time stamp is displayed

Graphic stock overview:

To facilitate daily operations of refilling. The screen
will show stock level of each ejector and which
products need refilling. These are marked with
red color in the overview

SMS warnings:

Avoid sold out situations, by receiving an sms
when it is time to refill the dispenser

